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During the last years in the immunology of malignant tumors, a significant fact 

was observed, most of them requires deep study and specification. 
Mainly this concerns decrease of general resistance of the organism at malignant 

tumors, capability of generation of the functionally diverse and active specific antibodies 
against malignant tumors, difficulty of their revealing with respect to type of tumor and 
senility, relation of the tumor antigen to certain antigens of necrotic cells, immune 
stress, degree at active immunization and tumor process itself, etc. (A. Khilber, 1962, 
E.Dei, 1963, R. Grigorova, 1969, D. Bernet, 1971). Aim of the work is to determine in 
the experiment at what stage of the tumor process starts to decrease the organism 
resistance and whether it is possible to consider the organism resistance with the 
indices of immune tests, such as determination of complementary activity of serum or 
phagocyte activity of neutrophils ( as on the terminal stage of tumor process, during the 
period of decay of tumor participate many other different microorganisms, that can be a 
reason of complement, as well as, phagocytes, alteration. Also, in our opinion, the issue 
of an univalent antibodies and their role in the tumor diseases, is very interesting, in 
parallel their detection during burn diseases and on the background of active 
immunization of animals (with antigen made of tumor cells). 

This work is a fragment of one of the works, aim of which is to select relatively 
reliable and stable complex of immunological studies with the purpose of early 
recognition of tumors. 

Experiment was carried out on albino rats from 6 to 12 months old, which were 
divided into four groups (70 rats were present in experiment): 

To the I group of rats was inoculated the strain of sarcoma M-1. 
In the II group of rats burns were brought on artificially. (Area of the III degree 

burn made 3-5 cm2, brought on by means of special electric range). 
The rats of the III group were immunized with antigen prepared of sarcoma M-1 

homogenate (antigen was prepared by the method of Travinskij, immunization was 
performed by the scheme of Konikov). 

The I group was used for control (healthy albino rats). 
To examine the immunological shifts we set up direct and indirect reactions 

Kumbs (to obtain the Kumbs reactive – antiglobulin serum we immunized hares with the 
serum of healthy rats, working titer of which was equal to 1:621. To determine the 



general resistance of the organism, determination of the complementary activity of 
serum was performed by the Konikov scale and by examination of phagocyte activity of 
neutrophils. 

Care regimen by the animals was identical. Results of tests are given in Table No 
1. 

As we see from the Table, in the rats diseased with sarcoma M-1, as well as rats 
with brought on burns, direct and indirect reaction of Kumbs gives positive results, and 
during immunization of tumor cells we received positive reaction predominantly by 
indirect reaction of Kumbs (in 14 cases negative was direct, and positive indirect 
reaction). 

At determination of complementary activity of the serum an irregularity was 
observed. Increase in phagocyte activity of neutrophils was fixed with all the indices with 
respect of tumor growth. For example, if in the healthy rats different indices varied from 
1083-3800 mm3, during the tumor process was marked variation of the same indices 
70875-95709 mm3. 

After therapy with Camelyn decrease (normalization) of the phagocyte activity 
was observed to the highest indices of the norm (these data was not included in the 
Table. 

 
 


